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Abstract
Background: The duodenal-jejunal bypass liner (DJBL) is an endoscopic device that excludes the duodenum
and initial portion of the jejunum from the contact with the chyme. It has been shown to be effective for weight loss and
may improve the control of type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM). The objective of this study is to evaluate the efficacy of
the DJBL in weight loss and in T2DM control over a 24-week period.
Patients and Methods: Obese (BMI ≥ 35 kg/m²) and T2DM patient candidates for bariatric surgery were
prospectively assigned to the implant of the DJBL at an academic endoscopy referral center (São Paulo - Brazil)
Results: Twenty-two patients were submitted to the implant procedure, with technical success of 100%. At week
24, mean weight loss was 14 kg (p<0.001). BMI dropped on average 5.4 points and excess weight loss was 22.2%.
Fasting glucose (baseline = 171.8 mg/dl; W24 = 141.5 mg/dl) and glycosylated hemoglobin levels (8.8% to 7.3%)
were significantly reduced. There was also a reduction in the usage of anti-diabetic medications (except metformin).
Conclusions: The DJBL is an effective weight loss method and also promotes glucose control over a 24-week
period. Long-term studies with post-removal follow-up are required to determine its role in the management of type
2 diabetes.

Keywords: Obesity; Diabetes mellitus type 2; Endoscopy; Weight
regulation and obesity; Humans

(Duodeno Jejunal Bypass Liner - EndoBarrier, GI Dynamics, Inc.,
Lexington, MA).

Abbreviations: T2DM: Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus; BMI: Body Mass

Prior studies demonstrated safety and efficacy of the DuodenalJejunal Bypass Liner (DJBL) for short-term weight loss (3 months)
in morbidly obese patients [10-12]. An additional unintended effect
observed in these studies was the control of T2DM in non-insulin
dependent patients. This fact motivated the development of a specific
protocol in our Institution to assess the efficacy of the device maintained
for 12 months in patients with T2DM who are candidates for bariatric
surgery. This article will discuss the 6 months results after the implant
procedure.

Index; DJBL: Duodeno Jejunal Bypass Liner; RYGB: Roux-en-Y Gastric
Bypass; HbA1c: Glycosylated Hemoglobin; EWL: Excess Weight Loss;
SD: Standard deviation

Introduction
The World Health Organization (WHO) considers obesity and
overweight as one of the greatest pandemics of the century, and
estimates that over 2.3 billion adults will be overweight and more
than 700 million will be obese by 2015. Obesity is closely related to
the development of other metabolic diseases, mainly type 2 diabetes
mellitus (T2DM), whose risk of development is 38-fold higher in
people with a body mass index (BMI) over 35 kg/m² [1].
Bariatric surgery has been established as the treatment of choice
for morbidly obese patients because it is an effective, lasting treatment
that reduces late mortality compared to the untreated population [2,3].
However, bariatric surgery is not free from complications and often
requires endoscopic procedures to correct problems such as fistulas
and band and ring removal [4].
In addition to the obvious benefit of weight loss, bariatric surgery
has shown to be an effective method for the resolution of T2DM, which
improves early after the surgical procedure, even prior to significant
weight loss [5,6]. Particularly, procedures that exclude the duodenum
from the alimentary tract result in higher rates of improvement of
T2DM, suggesting that gastrointestinal tract rearrangement leads to
improvements in glucose homeostasis [7-9] .
Endoscopic procedures offer an alternative therapeutic option for
patients who refuse surgery or those patients who are poor surgical
candidates. In order to mimic bariatric procedures with malabsorptive
components, an endoscopic device capable of providing the functional
exclusion of the duodenum and proximal jejunum was developed
J Gastroint Dig Syst

Methods
Patients
Twenty-two patients underwent endoscopy to implant the
DJBL, intended to be maintained for 1 year. Inclusion criteria were
patients between 18 to 65 years old with BMI ≥ 35 kg/m², type 2
diabetes, candidates for bariatric surgery and a history of unsuccessful
weight reduction with nonsurgical methods. Main exclusion criteria
were anticoagulation therapy, severe coagulopathy, inflammatory
bowel disease, biliopancreatic lithiasis, pregnancy, alcohol or drug
dependence, previous gastrointestinal surgery that could affect device
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placement, and patients taking weight loss medication. This study was
approved by the Institutional Review Board of our institution (protocol
number 0052/07) and written informed consent was obtained from all
patients.
After the implant, patients were followed through regular weekly
outpatient visits during the first month and monthly visits after then.
Oral intake was resumed in the first day after the procedure, starting
with liquids and increasing the consistency of the meal progressively
until achieving the regular diet without restrictions in the third
week. All patients received double dose of proton pump inhibitor
(omeprazole 80mg) during the study. At the routine visits, laboratory
tests and abdominal radiography were performed, weight and waist
circumference were measured, and a specific questionnaire for
registering symptoms and adverse events was filled out. An upper GI
endoscopy was repeated in all patients at week 20, in order to ensure
the proper position of the device.
Diabetes control was defined as a decrease below 7.0% in
glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels and partial control was
defined as a reduction of more than 1.0% in HbA1c levels, although
sustained over 7.0%.

Device description
The DJBL is an endoscopic device consisting of a nitinol anchoring
system with lateral fixation barbs and a 62-cm long, ultrathin,
impermeable fluoropolymer liner that prevents the contact of the
chyme with the duodenal mucosa (Figure 1 and 2) [13]. Implant and
explants procedures have been described in previous studies [10,14]
and no changes on the delivery technique was done. The procedures
were performed under general anesthesia with endotracheal
intubation. Initial access to the stomach and duodenum is achieved
by a standard gastro scope through which a guide wire is advanced
into the duodenum. The encapsulated device on the delivery system
catheter (Figure 3) is tracked over the guide wire into the duodenum
under fluoroscopic control. The catheter has an atraumatic ball end
which is advanced through the intestine extending the sleeve behind
itself. After full extension of the sleeve, the anchor is deployed in the
duodenal bulb 0.5 cm distally from the pylorus.

Figure 2: Duodenal-jejunal bypass liner anchored within the duodenal bulb
and fully deployed.

Removal of the DJBL is achieved with a custom grasper that grasps
the polypropylene catheter on the anchor. A foreign body retrieval

Figure 3: Delivery catheter with the encapsulated sleeve and anchor
system.

hood at the tip of the endoscope is used to incorporate the device to
avoid any damage of the stomach or esophagus on the way out of the
patient’s body.

Statistical study
Statistical analysis was performed with the use of the PASW™ 18
software (IBM - SPSS renamed in its most recent version).
The analysis was carried out through ANOVA (analysis of variance)
with repeated measures. The evaluation of data distribution normality
in each period was carried out through Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
Whenever there was no adjustment, nonparametric ANOVA with
repeated measures test was used.
Figure 1: The EndoBarrier is comprised of a nitinol anchoring system and an
impermeable “liner” 62-cm long.
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By performing ANOVA with repeated measures, the premise of
equality of variances at each time point (Mauchly sphericity test) was
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examined and the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used whenever
necessary. In the evidence of inequalities between time points, multiple
comparisons were carried out between baseline, week 4, week 12,
and week 24. A level of significance at 0.05 (α = 5%) was adopted.
Descriptive levels (p) lower than these values were considered to be
significant.

Adverse Event

Number of patients (total = 22)

Abdominal Pain

18 (81.8%)

Nausea

15 (68.2%)

Vomiting

12 (54.5%)

Back Pain

11 (50%)

Weakness

9 (40.9%)

Results

Hypoglycemia

4 (18.2%)

Bleeding

1 (4.5%)

Twenty two patients met the inclusion criteria and the DJBL was
successfully implanted in all of them (100%). The majority of the
patients were female (86.3%), with mean age of 50.8 years (Table 1).
The most prevalent comorbidity was arterial hypertension (72.7%) and
hepatic steatosis (33.3 %).

Abdominal Tumor

1 (4.5%)
Table 3: Adverse events.
Baseline

4 week

12 week

24 week

Weight Parameters (SD)

Safety

Absolute Weight 120.6 (±23)

111.6 (±19.8)* 105.9 (±19.9)* 106.6 (19.6)*

BMI (kg/m2)

45 (± 7.3)

41.7 (±6.3)*

39.6 (±6.4)*

39.6 (±6.1)*

The most common adverse events observed were abdominal pain
(81.8%), nausea (68.2%) and vomiting (54.5%). All events were mild
to moderate in intensity and were controlled with oral medications,
except for one patient who was diagnosed with an ovarian cancer at
the 20 week. Eighteen patients completed 24 weeks of the study. Beside
the patient that was explanted early due to an unrelated ovarian cancer,
another patient was removed because of noncompliance with the
study protocol. Therefore, two patients were actually explanted due to
complications related to the device: 1 due to bleeding at 4 weeks, and
one due to a persistent abdominal pain at 20 week (Table 3). These four
patients were excluded from the final analysis.

% EWL

-

14.8% (7.7)

20% (±7.7)¶

22.2% (±9.7)¶

Waist (cm)

133.7 (±16.5) -

Weight loss
The mean absolute weight decreased from 120.6 kg at the baseline
to 106.6 kg at 24 weeks. The mean BMI was 45 kg/m2 at the baseline,
and decreased to 39.6 kg/m2 at 24 weeks, a mean decrease of 5.4 kg/m2.
The average percentage of excess weight loss (%EWL) at 4, 12 and 24
weeks was 14.8%, 20% and 22.8% respectively. The waist circumference
Patients

Number

Implanted

22
3

Female

19

Mean Age

50.8 years

Comorbidities
Hypertension

16 (72.7%)

Hepatic Steatosis

10 (45.5%)

Gastritis

9 (40.9%)

Hyperlipidemia

8 (33.3%)

Hiatal Hernia

4 (18.2%)

Other diseases

9 (40.9%)

Table 1: Patients demographics and comorbidities.
Implant

Implant (n = 22)

Removal (n = 4)

General

22

0

Conscious sedation

0

4

26 (14-46)

11.2 (4-26)

9.3

10

8 (4 – 17)

-

3

-

Type of anesthesia

Procedure time (min)
Mean
Standard deviation
Fluoroscopy time (min)
Mean
Standard deviation

Table 2: Implant and explant procedures length and anesthesia employed.
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Glucose Parameters (SD)
Glucose

171.8 (±55.4) 138.8 (±39.9)* 146.4 (±59.1)* 141.5 (±44.6)*

HbA1c

8.8 (±1.6)

7.8 (±1.3)*

Insulin

21.8 (±15.3)

18.9 (±17.9)§ 15.1 (±12.9)* 17.6 (±10.2)§

c- peptide

7 (±8.7)

4.7 (±2.0)§

7.0 (±1.2)*
3.8 (±1.6)*

7.3 (±1.6)*
4.6 (±1.5)§

* p< 0.001 compared to the baseline; § p=n.s. compared to the baseline; ¶p<0.001
compared to 4 weeks
SD = standard deviation; BMI = body mass index; EWL = excess weight loss
Table 4: Baseline and post-procedural descriptive data. Values represent means
and standard deviation.
Drugs

Pre-implant (n=18)

6 month (n=18)

Metformin

12 (66.6%)

14 (77.7%)

Sulphonylurea

8 (44.4%)

3 (16.6%)

Acarbose

1 (5.5%)

0

None

3 (16.6%)

5 (27.7%)

Table 5: Use of medications at the baseline and at 6 month.

decreased from 133.7 to 122.5 cm. By comparing the baseline values
with each time point of the study, a significant difference (p < 0.001)
was found in the percentage of excess weight loss, mean absolute
weight, body mass indices and waist circumference (Table 4).

Demographics
Male

123.7 (±14.2)* 122.5 (±13.8)*

Glycemic control
The changes in plasma glucose, HbA1c, insulin and c-peptide are
shown in the table 4. Plasma glucose decreased as early as 1 week after
implantation and remained lower until the 24 week. HbA1c decreased
from 8.8% at the baseline to 7.3% at 6 months (p<0,001). Diabetes
control occurred in 11 patients (61,1%), partial control was observed
in six patients (33.3%) and one (5.5%) did not show any improvement.
Considering both control and partial control of diabetes, 94.5% of
patients presented an improvement with DJBL.
The insulin and c-peptides values decreased until the 12 week
(p=0.006 and p=0.04 respectively) but then there was a raise in the 24
week that was not statistically different compared to the baseline. We
also find a reduction in the use of oral hypoglycemic agents, so that at
the end of the study, there was a prevalence of the use of metformin
alone (Table 5).

Discussion
Bariatric surgery is a well-established method for the treatment of
morbid obesity [15] and this type of procedure has progressively been
recognized as an effective, long-lasting treatment for T2DM [5,16,17].
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The rapid improvement in diabetes after these procedures and the
observation that those involving a duodenal bypass present better
diabetes improvement indices, suggests a possible hormonal role of the
gut in glucose homeostasis [18].
Rubino et al. [19] have shown that the duodenal exclusion plays
a fundamental role in the regulation of glucose levels in diabetic rats,
and recently, these authors suggested that T2DM might be an operable
intestinal disease and proposed a possible regulatory mechanism that
places special importance on the proximal small bowel in the process
[7].
Therefore, the DJBL device emerges as a nonsurgical option for
duodenal exclusion and diabetes control [13,14,20]. Its liner acts as a
barrier and probably alters the normal release of hormones originated
by the contact of the chyme with the duodenal mucosa and the
proximal jejunum. It is extremely thin and flexible, allowing peristaltic
movements to normally occur [10,20].
Rodriguez-Grunert et al. [10] published the first experience with a
duodenal exclusion endoscopic device in human subjects and the mean
excess weight loss was 23.6% after 12 weeks in the 10 patients enrolled
in the study. An unintended result was the observation that the four
T2DM patients normalized their glycemic levels and discontinued
diabetes medications. This fact motivated our study that included only
patients with T2DM. Tarnoff et al. [11] published the first randomized
controlled study for weight loss involving 25 patients implanted
with DJBL versus 14 patients as a diet control group. The device was
maintained for 12 weeks and both groups received the same counseling
to follow a low-calorie diet. Excess weight loss was greater in the device
group (22% versus 5% - p < 0.001) demonstrating its efficacy in shortterm weight loss. In another multicenter study conducted by Schouten
et al. [12], 26 morbidly obese patients were implanted with DJBL and
11 patients were in the diet control group. Both groups received the
same dietary instructions. Mean excess weight loss after 3 months
was 19.0% for device patients versus 6.9% for control patients (p
< 0.002), and absolute BMI change at 3 months was 5.5 and 1.9 kg/
m2, respectively. An additional effect was the improvement in 7 of 8
patients with T2DM.
In this study, we found a mean weight loss of 14 kg after 24 weeks
of device implant. The average percentage of EWL was 22.2% (p <
0,001) and there was a significant reduction in waist circumference
(11.2 cm) and body mass index (5.4 kg/m2). These results are similar
to the results described in a large review of 3.608 patients submitted to
intragastric balloon therapy: weight loss of 14.7 kg, BMI reduction of
5.7 kg/m2, and 32.1% reduction of the excess weight [21]. Similarly to
the intragastric balloon, our patients also reported an increased sense
of fullness, resulting in reduction of oral intake.
Glycemic control could be observed as soon as 4 weeks after the
procedure with a continued decrease up to 24 weeks, which corroborates
the thesis, that duodenal exclusion - and not weight loss - is the major
factor responsible for this control. Conversely, the reduction in
glycosylated hemoglobin levels was slower and more constant because
it is a long-term marker. Type 2 diabetes improvement with the DJBL
was 94.5%, and one patient (5.5%) did not present any change in
glycemic control (characterized by HbA1c drop less than 1%).
A substantial reduction in the use of hypoglicemic drugs was
observed. The number of patients using sulphonylurea decreased 62.5%
and 5 patients was out of hypoglycemic at 6 months. The majority of
subjects (13/18) remained under treatment with metformin. Since this
is the first line of treatment, it was established that it would be the last
J Gastroint Dig Syst

to be suspended. It is important to emphasize that during the study, 4
hypoglycemia episodes were reported by 4 patients. All episodes were
considered to be mild and were resolved with no squeal.
The DJBL mimics some of the features of the Roux-en-Y gastric
bypass (RYGB), such as exclusion of the proximal intestine from the
flow of nutrients, arrival of ingested nutrients directly to the jejunum,
segregation of digestive secretions from the flow of nutrients, and
arrival of nutrients partially digested to the distal intestine [22,23],
which in part could explain the similarities between the two procedures
in controlling the metabolic syndrome.
Limitations to this protocol are the lack of a control group to assess
the efficacy of diabetes treatment and non-dosage of gastrointestinal
hormones that might collaborate to understand diabetes resolution
mechanisms.
This temporary endoscopic device for duodenal-jejunal exclusion
envisages a non-operative therapeutic possibility, positioned between
pharmacologic drugs and bariatric surgery. It promotes weight loss,
reduction of body mass index and waist circumference and also
improves the control of glucose, glycosylated hemoglobin, insulin,
and C-peptide levels throughout 24 weeks. The effects triggered by the
presence of this device allowed the reduction and even the suspension
of medications to control type 2 diabetes. Long-term studies with postremoval follow up are required to determine its role in the management
of type 2 diabetes.
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